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Application form Foundation Dare To Take Care 
 
 
This application form is the base for your application with Dare To Take Care. Please enter the details 
at point 1 and answer all the following points, brief and concise. Add these to the application and 
limit yourself to maximum 4 A4 sheets. Only then can we process your application quickly. If we 
require additional information we will contact you. 
 
1 General details 
 

Name organisation/project 
 

  

Project title   

Name contact person   
Correspondence address   

Postal code   

Place of residence   

Telephone number   
E-mail address   

Website   

Legal status applying organisation   
 
2 Objective 

a. Within which category of Dare To Take Care does the initiative fits. Indicate why. 
b. What do you want to achieve with this initiative. What is the main objective. 

 
3 Background 

a. Describe the background/reason, brief and concise. 
b. What is the urgency of the initiative considering the background. 

 
4 Promotor 

a. Give a short description of your organisation/project/initiative. 
b. Which person is responsible for the execution. 
c. What is the added value of your organisation/project/initiative compared to other 

players. 
 

5 Management and supervision 
How is the management and supervision on the organisation organised. 
 
6 Activities 
Describe how you want to achieve your objective. Describe the initiative including the activities. 
 
7 Results and reach 

a. Which changes do you think this initiative will cause 
b. What are the exepected (qualitative and quantitively) results and who/which target 
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group will you reach.  
8 Planning initiative 
With one-off initiatives: when will the initiative takes place. 
 
9 Summarised budget  
Give a summarised budget and the expected coverage thereof. Indicate which part you request from 
Dare To Take Care. Think of possibly including the costs for the statement of the accountant in the 
budget. If you cannot reclaim the VAT (so if you are not vat liable) you should include the costs with 
VAT in the budget. If you are VAT liable you will include the costs without vat.  
 
10 Room for pictures, links to videos/audio et. 
If preferred, you can explain your initiative for example via YouTube. In that case indicate via which 
link Dare To Take Care can obtain this information. 
 
11 Application with Dare To Take Care 
How did you come to Dare To Take Care with your application? 
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